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Introduction
At the last meeting of the Development Committee it
was decided that equipment lists for the revised version
90 (Physics) which has already been circulated
1
of Circular L
to schools in draft form, and for the Integrated Science
Course, would be distributed to all Scottish subscribers to
SSSERC.
The first of these is now ready and it is likely
that by the time this Bulletin is made available, the Physics
list will have been posted to schools and other
subscribers.
To limit our postal charges, the list is being sent only to
principal teachers of physics and principal teachers of
science in the schools section of our mailing list.
If
principal teachers of chemistry and biology wish a copy of
the list it will be necessary for them to write to the

Centre requesting it.
The same restriction will not apply
to the Integrated Science Course list, which should be
posted to subscribers before mid—May.
Equipment lists for the revised version of Circular 512
(Chemistry) and for the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies in
Chemistry are in course of preparation;
a decision has still
to be taken whether these will be published in a future
Bulletin or posted as a separate issue.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The date of 20th June which was provisionally fixed
for an exhibition of apparatus for the Sixth Year Studies
in Chemistry at St. Ancirews has now been confirmed.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Those writing to the Centre are asked to note our postal
code, which is given below, and which should appear as the
final line of the address in all communications.
This is
particularly important as it will be some time before present
stocks of our headed notepaper are exhausted.
SSSERC, 103 Broughton Street, Edinburgh, EHI

3RZ.

Opinion
The dichotomy of the two cultures is probably too
well known since its assertion by C.P. Snow a few years ago
to need restatement here.
At staffroom level it shows
itself in the classicist or historian who doesn’t know how
to mend a fuse or cannot appreciate the greatness of Isaac
Newton.
This need surprise no one, but it is a sadder fact
that there are those who boast that this should be so.
No
doubt there will be as many scientists who cannot appreciate
Shakespeare and have not read Kafka, but on the whole, and
perhaps because of their training, they are the humbler
brethern and tend to be regretful rather than proud of what
they recoise are shortcomings,
It therefore surprises me,
and, as one who feels he has always had a foot in both camps,
disturbs me that a group of influential scientists should
suddenly/

a
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suddenly decide to become much more militant in their
attitude to the literati,

•

•

The Systéme Internationals d’tTnités (a,x, Units) has
its origins, like the metric system in the days of Talleyrand
It is fitting and indeed inevitable that the
in France.
introduction in Britain of the metric system of measurement
into commerce should be accompanied by the establishment of
The advan
8.1. in the scientific and educational fields.
nostalgic
any
gh
tages of a consistent system must far outwei
or
e.m.u,
attachment which a teacher may have for c.g.s.,
rs
teache
many
But tide may still leave
e.s.u. systems.
disturbed by some of the conventions which 8.1., presumably
in the interests of internationsl conformity, brings in its
It is easy to be contpi:aent anct assert that r’c con
train.
fusion will arise in the printed text, for example between
the upright V which is the symbol for the volt, and the
italic V which denotes the auantity potential difference.
For a start, our typewriter cannot cope with this distinction,
The use
and how many school secretaries’ typewriters can?
the
with
od
confus
of ‘g’ for grammes; is this to be
To object that the
gravitational acceleration ‘q’bol?
is
to miss the whole
mass
grainme is not the 8.1. unit of
the activities
where
point of this argument, which is that
where most of
ay
world
everyd
of the scientist impinge on the
conform
nat
st
scienti
humanity conducts its usinesu, the
e that
preserv
to
if
only
ty,
to the conventions of the majori
“two—
when
doubt
in
much
essential sympathy which seems so
No one
culture” accusations are being bandied about.
o
and sweets
tobacc
his
suggests that Jock Tamson should buy
mme.
in decimal fractions of a kilogra
Arguments about the impossibility of confusion lose their
point for a marker needing a barely legible script by a pupil
If
presenting himself for the 8,C.E, in a science subject.
the
from
clear
be
always
the pupil has written ag, will it
context whether this 1.s NewLon II, milligrammes, or metre—
If the mantle of (;ie inspec torate which used to
grammes?
conduct the examination has dewtonOed on the Exarnisation
Board, then the guifting prinniple will still be to give
credit for what is correct rather that to puuish what is
wrong, anu this must set some pretty iwoblems for assessors
in the future,
The bounds of credulity ae curpwsed, howover, when
jsa to that little letter ‘a’,
1
one JLOSL’b vrnat is likely to h&
. (Tnfortunately it is also the
second
the 8,1, cymbol ior the
ge forms 80% of its plural
langua
sh
way in which tne ICngli
sympaU’y tor sngone who wrote
much
had
I have never
nouns.
iampens, r.ading the
miii
for
iation
5
Smks as the abbrev
eful is mA’s,
dIstast
more
even
ous;
final a as superfl
Now both of
e.
astropU
the
of
uze
ct
showing an incorre
upon for
looked
“a”
the
and
as
wroa&,
these must be treated
iations,
abbrev
st
other
amo’tg
iation,
abbrev
an
what it is, i.e.
be
should
e
it
,
becaus
wrong
be
will
as
d’,
for ‘secon
But when
either mA. (mifliamparas), or iaJ (millicouloabs).
normal
would
ibllow
t
full,
In
out
unit
the
write
i
I wantec to
es
becom
57
plural.
the
‘s’
to
an
hag
add
in
English usage
r
tongue
mothe
his
uses
who
pupil
every
for
for me, and
Now 1 am told I may
without thinking about it, five volts.
be confused (in What
may
volts,
watts,
s,
ampere
be in error;
weber
respectively.
and.
joule
b,
coulom
)
for
twisted mind?
One/
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One could afford to laugh at this as the ostrich
burying its head in the sand, were it not for the widespread
sympathy which this view is attracting amongst influential
Also since a convention must
scientists and educationists.
be universally adopted to have any value, our Examination
Board will sooner or later have to decide whether or not to
Then many
adopt it in the printing of their S.C,E. papers.
teachers, in fear of losing examination marks for their
We, who were
pupils will feel obliged to follow suit.
always agreed that it was ridiculous that a pupil should
memorise three different statements of Newton II if he
studied Engineering, Physics and Dynamics, are in danger of
producing an even more ridiculous dichotomy between the usages
of standard and scientific Jnglish, when they ought to be
identical.
So far I have been unable to track down the source of
An article in Vol. Li-, No, 1
this urge to drop the “s”•
“If pupils are to be expected
of Physics Education Bays
to write 5A, it will probably be advisable to read it as
“five ampere”, and to confirm ‘e habit it may be desirable
This,
to omit the “s” when it is spelled out in full.
however, is not the usual practice, which is to add the
plural ‘s’, whenever the magnitude measured exceeds one.”
This hardly seems dogmatic enough to justify the authoritative
statements I had been receiving, so, and remembering the
From
Continental origins of 5,1., I went further afield.
“On
the Union des Physiciens, Paris, I obtained the reply:
ne doit pas non plus mettre, dans le mme nom, un symbole
En principe, ii n’y a donc
et un nom en toutes lettres.
pas possibilité de confusion entre le signe du pluriel et le
20 joules oi. 20 J.”
On ecrit:
symbole de la seconde.
“If the name
From the British Standards Institution:
of a unit is written out in full and there are two or more
of the units being referred to, the unit should be written
We agree with you that the proposal to drop
in the plural,
the ‘s’ from the fully spelt out unit is antenable from a
grammatical point of view,”
“ie the Proceedings and
And from the Royal Society:
Philosophical Transactions of the Rorsl Society, the normal
grammatical rules are followed, when the name of the unit is
given in full, e,g amreres, kilometres etc.”

If normal English usag* is good enough for the Royal
Society, it i good. enough fo this Bulletin for as long as
I shall edit it, and should be ceod enough ror the purveyors
to our children of any written material.

rrd

News

Pyser—Britex have introduced a new 2Li-O Series of junior
The basic mode:L M2Li-O has triple turret
student microscopes,
and built—in condenser,
sub—stage
disc—diaphragm
nosepiece,
objectives, and xlO
x20
and
mirror,
xlO
xLi.,
plano—concave
£2L.lOs.
The M2Li-Li- differs
is
cost
eyepiece.
The
wide field
instead
and
a
Hugenian
eyepiece
widefield
of
xlO
having
in
cost s/
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costs £23, while the M2)5 with a zoom eyepiece from xiO to
x20 costs £22.
Also available are substage illuminator for
mains operation, £L, and xLO retractable objective in place
of x20 at an extra £2.12s,
We mentioned in Builetn 28 that Teledeltos field—
plotting paper, required for Higher Engineering and Certificate
is no longer being handled by
of Sixth Year Studies in
Servomex Controls.
The pa:cr is now available from li
Harri8 in rolls 29 inches wide, 10 feet long for £1,
A new cataloguc fron Pw
qi.ent shows that their
radioactivity dmorstratic;n sot SEIO7B h-s been ronlaceci by
In ddition to tin: items in the S:\107B, tlie 0K308
the 8K308
4
anh.y and. inthsrisoope
contains racli ograiy, autoraoio
‘P
The kit also ro’.
it:ar tube
plates.
aol ades the
For xper ents in radio—
and holder, and costs £,l0s,
chemistry the firm new suply an UX12L/0l lituid counter tube
and base stand, Ub countee at £10 and the stand, f. Sc,
This counter will secr-to int) tile i0f P-max scaler,
io no longer t. supp].y their
Insteact ;heir apparatus will
tools.
products direct to
have to be ordered th:ough their agents, of whom the Scottish
based ones are G1aeeliances, GrifTin and Geo, Macfarlane
Rob son and Townson acid Mercer,

Product Bulletin No. 5 from niffin and Geor Sci,ence
Teaching Ecjuipment Division lists amongst their new items a
an E.H.T. charge
piezo—electric EH,T. generator at £3.]hs;
storage unit at £3,lOi;
ionic potential discharge apparatus
the Franck.TJertz apparatue at £2L and the Ferranti
at £6,2s;
GP1 Helium—Neon laser at £lLj9.
Supplies of P:wtonum 239, which is the only pure
alpha particle coo cc available to schools, had to he sus
pended until the source reeeied the soproval of F,S, for
use in school a.
It 13 Once again aailab1e at 5iJi strength
1 at £17 and Piii1ipHarri at £13. lie.
dr,i
from Griffin
Solid state voltage controllers have been known for some
time, and a c co’; I circuits inve boon uh1 I shed , ep Practical
Wireless oorld, J-]y 1967,
The
Electronics, 0etb.:;r l9u7
most continuuo ua of a iyristor oontol unit Iihe’ to
toat an is the resulatiin of t
o’peed
5
arise ii the school
of the elc:t.ic drill, whi oh :hould so in erery t ochnicians
The portable ncw il1 raislly has one, or at
workshop
most two fi ;.ed snedc and for cii tino may e:toiais the
With
most suitable ape
ma:. be less than thc:cvided,
as that listed helew, speed
a thyristor ‘entro) unit 30)
1i ed
oP ito full
can be continuously verOd
ibP to improvise
At tht. ea’er end this mako it p
value.
1
‘i
1 i COm
2’
a coil iirdin cichtne,
i’or wall
pletely enespoulated solid stats con ;roller so.
ealy two corus;stions,
it h
mounting beside n mains socket.
The
the unit being wired in seieo wis tine lie msins lead,
r’pertes an un,tff awl ch and the unit can
control knob in
cost £6,lflc.
be used for loads of 2A or less;
100W toroi daily wound cower ni:.:osiaL,s have bucn a
ij.xadinC.
regular feature of the advurtisements of
for many months, and for that reason may have been passed
They are available in 1, 5, 10, 25,
over by many teachers,
50, 100 and 250 ohm values, all at £l.9s. post and packing
inclusive.
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50 and 25 watt ratings in the same ohmic values cost
They can be mounted for
£l2s.6d. and 16s respectively.
school use in a manner similar to that described for the
meter mount on page 6.

Chemistry Notes
The simplest of techniques are not always most widespread
in use, and if the two tips given below have been known to
some readers since they entered the secondary school, there
will be just as many to whom they are novel and valuable.
Both concern the removal of glassware stuck in rubber
Where the projecting tube is not too long, a
stoppers.
pointed end such as a scriber, the centre leg of a pair of
compasses, or even a large pin is pushed between the glass
and the rubber and then rolled between finger and thumb
This often
until it makes a complete circuit of the tube.
If
loosens the tube sufficiently to permit its removals
cork—borer
the tube is longer, or more firmly stuck then a
This
which just slips over the glass tube is used instead.
the
stopper
over
the
is screwed with a twisting motion into
The tube should be tested at intervals to see
glass tube.
if it will come away freely as it is not usually necessary
to work the borer completely through the stopper and indeed
the writer has seen a thermometer broken when this was done,
as it dropped completely through the cork borer on being
freed.

In The \Mrkshop
An effective plankton net can be made from a ladder—
less nylon stocking, cut off just above the heel.
The
a
25
is
secured
firmly
160mm
narrow end
round
x
boiling tube
sample
while
the
wide
end
is
or other
tube
pushed through
the inside of a plastic collar 10
we used
15cm diameter
a honey jar with the base removed.
The top of the stocking
is bent back over the outside of the collar and secured with
large elastic bands which can at a pinch be cut from car
inner tubes.
Four towing strings are attached at cardinal
points around the circumference of the collar and these are
secured to the main tow.
—

A method of positioningthe net
surface of the water is to weight the
and attach two balloons as floats to
collecting jar.
This keeps the net
be towed at different speeds without
depth.

—

with respect to the
open end if necessary
the collar and the
in position and it can
affectinç the sample
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Main tow

We described in Bulletin 27 how the smallest size of
Japanese meter, the MR38P, could be mounted in a wooden
For teachers who prefer to use the larger
circuit box.
£l.i2s.6d from G.W. Smith and Co. the
costing
size,
MR65
method given be].ow will be suitable, and by suitable alter
ation of the hole size can be made to fit any other panel
mounting meter.

The material is a 20 x ].Oc piece of 18 SWG aluminium
The four
sheet, and is first drilled as shown in Fig I •
meter fixing holes are No. 17 twist drill, and the holes for
the Limm terminals, if fladlospares type are used, are letter
The lar hole should be trepanned. out, but if a
drill W.
trepanning tool is not available than an Abrafile or even
After drilling the sheet is cent to
a fretsaw can be usd.
an angle of 700, .hs shorter portion forming the base of the
meters
The sheet ir then painted and the components mounted
It wcei]d. be possible by rearranging the hole
in position.
placings to have the m terminals above the meter but we
prefer the existing a.rangement as conntcting leads are then
The meters are
less likely to ohcure t.ie meter scale.
stored (but cannot be stac’ed) face down in a drawer with the
scale range wrtterL in felt pen on the underside of the mount
so that it is immediately visible when the drawer is opened.
80
75

—

—.--..-

--—---

o

4

/\32

-

j_J_
__J___
32
3
.

32_$.

2

2O

Bend

Drilling details
Fig. 1 .
Dimensions in mm

700

Fig. 2.

Final assembly

-
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Bulletin Supplement
Below is a summary of tests carried out on a second
selection of low voltage transformers, the first of which
appeared in Bulletin 29.
Reports on these models can be
borrowed by writing to the Director.
The classifications
used are: A
most suitable for school use; B
satisfactory
for school use;
unsatisfactory.
C
—

—

—

Model No.
Supplier

MT51AT
Douglas
Electronics

95—27

70/1556

Morris
Laboratory
Instruments

W.B. Nicolson

Price

£3. —s 9d.

£6. —s —d.

£7. 2s 6d.

Output
Terminals

12, 15, 20
2L. and 3011

2, 6 and iLl-V

., 6, 8
1
2, L
and l2V

Maximum
Current

5A

6.25A

6A

Output on
open circuit

3Ll-.OV

1L
.
1
6V

V
1
12•L

Output Ofl
full load

32.011

13.1V

12.011

Primary
current at
full load
mA

860

370

335

Primary
fuse

No*

Yes

Yes

Transformer
screen

No

Yes

No

Secondary
winding
Behaviour
on LV short
Assessment

Separate

Single

Single

Satisfactory

Sati sfactory

Unsatisfactory

A

B

*This transformer is intended for incorporation into
power units under construction, and it is therefore
supplied completely unshrouded and without the usual
accessories.
It requires to be boxed in, and fitted
with output terminals and such input circuitry as the
teacher considers necessary.
The ‘
A” classification
t
given is entirely dependent on these conditions being
fulfilled.
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S.S.S.E.RC., 103 Broughton Street, Edinburgh, EHI

3RZ.

Cressall Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Cheston Road, Aston,
Birmingham, 7.
Douglas Electronics Ltd., Eastfie].d Road, Louth,
Li.ncolnshire.
8 Holburn Street, Aberdeen,
L
8
Glass Appliances Ltd., 1
ABI ThY.
Griffin and George Ltd., Braeview Place, Nerston,
East Kilbride.
Philip Harris Ltd., St. Coirne Drive, Dalgety Bay, Fife.
Macfarlane Robson Ltd., Burnfield Avenue, Thornliebank,
Glasgow, 5.3.
Morris Laboratory Instruments Ltd., 96—98 High Street,
Putney, London, S.W.l5.
W.B. Nicolson Ltu., Thornliebank Industrial Estate,
Glasgow.
Panax Equipment Ltd., iTolmethorpe Industriai Estate,
Redhifl, 3irrey.
Pyser—Britex Ltd., Pircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent
Quickf it and Quartz Ltd., stone, Staffordshire.
Radiospares Ltd., P.O. Box Li-27, 13—17 Epwortn Street,
London, EC.2.
Service Trading Co. Ltd., 57 Bridgman Way, London, W.Li..
GW. Smith and Co. Ltd., 3/3Li. Lisle Street, London, W,C.2.
Townson and. Mercer Ltd., Li.—? Teviot Place, Edinburgh, 1.
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Biology ecuipment list
Bulletin reprints

23, 1

Capacitor, experiments with a large
Centrifuges, test procedure
Centrifuges, test summary
Circuit boxes, uses for
CLEAPSE Reports
Colorimeter
Colour coding of mains leads

26,
25,
25,
27,
22,

DCPIP Indicator
Density gradient column
Dielectric constant of organic compounds
Dipole moment, estimation of

25,
20,
27,
27,

Electrolysis cell
Electrostatics experiment
Equipment list, biology
Ether engine

28, 9
29, 6
23, 2
27, 7

Fertilisation using pomatoceros
Forearm model
Fuel/oxygen explosion

25, 5
2L, 10
22, 5

Gas generator

20, 7

Infra—red spectrometer accessories

2L, 5

Light meter
Liquid dispenser

25, 7; 29, 6

Macro—Millikan apparatus
Mammalian trap
Mammals, care of
Marking machine
Mass spectrograph model
Molecular weight determination
Mud scoop

21,
28,
28,
27,
21,
20,
28,

Organic preparations

21, 5

Paper chromatography apparatus
Physics equipment loan
Pin—hole camera photography
Poinatoceros fertilisation
Power supplies, EHT, test procedure
Power supplies, EHT, test summary
Power supplies, HT, test procedure
Power supplies, HT, test summary
Power supplies, LT, test procedure
Power supplies, LT, test summary
Pulse beat apparatus

26,
2I,
22,
25,
28,
28,
2)4,
2Lt,
21,
21,
20,

CSsERC/

26, 1
2
2

9

2
1

25, 3
28, 2

7
2

3
3

29, 8

3
7
2

9
9
6; 21, 5
8

6
2

7
5
L
11

3
11; 25, 9
1
11, 22, 9
8; 9

V
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SSSERC reports
Safety in laboratories
Second—hand equipment
Semi—micro filtration
Semi—micro organic preparation sets
Solar motor
Split mercury threads
Statistics frame and graph board

22,
29,
23,
20,
21,
214,
20,
214,

2
2
1; 29, 1

Test procedure, centrifuges
Test procedure, EHT power supplies
Test procedure, HT power supplies
Test procedure, LT power supplies
Test procedure, low voltage transformers
Test summary, EHT power supplies
Test summary, HT power supplies
Test summary, LT power supulies
Test summary, low voltage transformers
Tetrahedral atom jig
Transformers, low voltage test procedure
Transformers, low voltage test summary
Tunnel diode

25,
28,
214,
21,
29,
28,
214,
21,
29,
26,
29,
29,
214,

2

t12 cell mount

27, 6

Vitamin C determination
\Juespec spectrometer accessories

25, 7
214, 5

6
8
8

6
9
14

3

1
3
11
11; 25, 9
11; 22, 9; 26, 9

9
7
3

9

2

